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PSU Student Senate
Feedback on PSU Draft Vision

Pro

- Just!
- I like the “sustainable” part.
- Good. Reflect on meaning of “educational excellence,” “just,” and “sustainable.”
- Sustainability is already an area on which we focus. I would love to see us continue in that direction and be even better.

Con

- “Just and sustainable.” Elaborate, please.
- Exclusively Oregon’s urban research university?
- “Portland, Oregon, and beyond.”
- Why research?
- Affordability is good.
- I think it also needs to be affordable.
PSU Student Senate
Feedback on PSU Draft Mission

Pro

• This is great!

Con

• These are simply statements. They do not say what the mission is. At best, elements of it.
• Safety for students
• Specifics of leadership and research would be helpful. What kind of leadership are we teaching/what kind of research? What areas are our specialty?
• How about creating an actual inclusive community?
PSU Student Senate
Feedback on PSU Draft Values

Pro

- Yes!
- Think about what it means to really listen to students.

Con

- Needs explicit mention of diversity.
- Cultural competency.
- What the hell is pragmatism? And what is it in this context?
- Cultural competency.
- Where is cultural competency?
- Stewards? Different word, like leaders?
- Curiosity? Different word, inspiration?
- Curiosity is an awkward word choice. Maybe inquisitiveness instead.